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**Seminar Details**

**Agent Orange Effects**

by Billy McCluskey

There is hope for Agent Orange victims, despite the absence of accumulating scientific data, according to Attorney Robert H. Sulnick, professor of law and Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, who spoke here last Friday during a seminar on the effects of the deadly chemical.

As an introduction, Dr. Albert Dronscomb, who is involved in the field of Environmental Genetic Toxicology at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, tried to illustrate to the audience of about 30 interested veterans, students, and counselors that while inroads have been made in linking certain side effects experienced by a number of Vietnam Vets, to a possible exposure to Agent Orange, at present there apparently is no solid evidence that will hold up in court.

Mr. Sulnick is quick to point out that this no reason for the veteran to give up if he feels that he may have been exposed to or contaminated by the chemical. Legal proof is not the same as scientific proof," he stated. If a contaminant is known to man, its primary concern with the liver, weight loss or damage to Agent Orange or any other chemical component called dioxin, include chloracne, skin sores or rash, excessive tiredness, birth defects, cancer, problems with the liver, weight loss, and lack of sex drive.

Agent Orange is the general name given to the chemicals used in defoliation missions in Vietnam. Airplanes and helicopters would spray the chemicals on dense foliage to uncover enemy trails, as well as on agricultural crops of the enemy. Those veterans most likely to be contaminated are the ones who worked and flew on the Agent Orange aircraft and the ground troops who entered areas after they were sprayed. The symptoms on individuals may experience when exposed to Agent Orange or any other substance that contains the chemical component called dioxin, include chloracne, skin sores or rash, excessive tiredness, birth defects, cancer, problems with the liver, weight loss, and lack of sex drive.

Sulnick and Dronscomb both agreed that the second film did a good job showing, on one hand, what appeared to be a flagrant example of people who experienced similar problems, but on the other hand, lack of scientific proof (cause & effect). Sulnick continued to emphasize the need for veterans who feel they are suffering from any of these symptoms to contact their local VVA office. "The mood of the country is toward economic paralysis," he said.

"This is the moment in history, if we decide that we are going to take care of Agent Orange, the court will look at it and determine it. This particular group will be apart of this moment in history. If you people don't cooperate, you will not be possible," Sulnick said.

If there are any questions concerning this issue contact Ray Savre, veterans' officer on campus at CSCS, extension 7098, who about a year ago formed a non-profit organization called "Veterans Working For Veterans," specifically designed for the specifically designed to help the Agent Orange problem.

There have been some cases in which veterans did not experience symptoms until 10-12 years later. If you are a Vietnam Veteran and wish to find out if you have been contaminated, you can set up a free physical at the Jerry Potts Memorial Hospital in Loma Linda, Cal. 92570-786 Extension 2288, or make an appointment at the reception desk. The hospital is located at 1201 Benton Street in Loma Linda.

Continued on page 2

---

**Campusfest**

**Draws Protest**

by Jasmin Taenai

Coors beer, or specifically Joseph Coors, was the target of a demonstration by about a dozen men and women Wednesday, April 29, on the Student Union lawn. The purpose of the demonstration was to enlighten the campus population on various policies held by Coors, specifically anti-ERA movement, his support of the so-called "Pro-Life" amendment, and racially discriminating actions among other things.

The demonstration was directed basically against a Coors "Campusfest," which was to promote Coors products by way of buttons, balloons, and free frisbees. The "Campusfest" was held not only as an advertisement, but also as part of a stipulation for $750 worth of athletic equipment which Coors claims to have donated to Cal State.

The vice-president of Coors San Bernardino appeared to present evidence of alleged donations to women's groups. In recent months, Coors has begun donating to various groups, including selected women's organizations, to create confusion over company practices and to offset massive losses from national boycotts dating as far back as 1977, according to the Equal Rights Handbook.

However, Joseph Coors' main monetary threat is still funneled into the Heritage Foundation, an institution set up to launder contributions and channel them into the John Birch Society, Phyllis Schlafly's anti-ERA movement, and various extreme right-wing organizations, whose purposes are well known as being anti-ERA, anti-union, etc. (See February '81 issue of Mother Jones).

This demonstration was an "attempt to raise the consciousness of CSUB students on issues of which they may be unaware and which could have major impact on their lives, according to one of the participants.
Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

While mindlessly wandering to class last week I chanced by the library and discovered that our campus now offers the military in its curriculum under the pretext. ROTC, This college, within a college offers to teach America's future graduates the art of war. (surely the art department has something to say about this) the psychology of mass-murder, and the mechanics of killing. The psychology behind the phrase, "the ends justifies the means." They must also be giving instruction about the economics of war and all duly assigned utilities.

Supposedly, rather than taking the four years normally required to finish a degree, participants in ROTC are entitled to an additional four more years of service with the U.S. Army or reserve components. Mendy, I am not only offended by the presence of military concepts being taught in an institute of "Higher Education." (Was I wrong. I thought that we were here to learn something...over mankind?) but I am appalled by having paid Army Recruiters permanently stationed here at Cal State San Bernardino. Of course, what is done is done, and I am told since the ROTC was approved by the Faculty Senate, which acted to fulfill some student requests regardless of how unconcerned and unprepared the majority of them are. I am writing to you because I am scared! This college has never before had any tangible direction or goal serve for so many individual callings. With the introduction of military training on Campus, the focus upon collegiate pursuits might be lost, the ideologies of war will not.

Sincerely, C.O.

Crime Control

A special editorial by State Senator Robert Presley

Fear of crime has become epidemic in California— in fact, all across the nation. Poll after poll tells us that our citizens do not feel safe even in their own neighborhoods. Senior citizens are sometimes afraid to go out even in the daytime.

The California Legislature has heard this call loud and clear. This year, crime legislation is the top priority among legislators.

The state Senate recently approved six major bills which, when they become law, strengthen our ability to prosecute and sentence criminals who have been apprehended— criminals who have too long had their way.

In one report, the California Supreme Court has gone for beyond federal standards. As a result, criminals, even when obviously guilty, have been allowed to go free on "technicalities."

SCA 7 (Introduced by Presley) would prevent the California courts from placing stricter limits on the gathering of evidence than are required by the U.S. Constitution. If SCA 7 is approved by the Legislature, it will go before the people for a vote. If approved by you, the changes should result in a greater rate of convictions than we are now able to obtain.

SCA 7 and SCA 10, another of the measures which I am the author, are considered perhaps the two most far-reaching proposals on crime which the legislature is considering. SCA 10 would require a judge to consider safety of the public in setting bail for persons accused of serious crimes. Another critical bill, SB 54, would place strong restrictions on the use of the "diminished capacity" defense. This legal maneuver permits a defendant to plead that he or she was incapable of appreciating the wrongfulness of the act or the time of the crime.

Defenders have often used this technicality when they have been intoxicated or on dangerous drugs when committing a crime. Lawyers, using the defense, have obtained acquittals for the plea "diminished capacity" on behalf of their clients so that they can escape the full penalty for the crimes. SB 54 would close this loophole.

Other legislation which just passed the Senate include Senate Bills 383, 200, 231 and 538. SB 383 would make it more difficult for a defendant to appeal his case after pleading guilty. Sometimes, criminals plead guilty to get a lighter sentence, and later want to go back on that deal. This practice has led to an increase of court cases in California.

Current law encourages people to rob houses during the day, so that if they are caught, their punishment will not be as severe. SB 200 would eliminate the possibility of housebreakers to have "half-daytime" and night-time home burglaries. This bill also requires at least a 90-day jail term for all first degree burglars.

We are also increasing penalties for armed robberies committed in a person's home through SB 251. The new term would be a mandatory 4, or 6 years in prison, depending on the circumstances. I introduced this bill also.

Finally the Senate approved SB 358, which changes the rules under which a person can plead insanity. Many of us believe that "insanity" defense should be limited to instances where the defendant did not know his criminal action was wrong. The definition that is presently approved in such cases is much broader.

The recent Senate passage of these bills does not end our work. Other bills dealing with plea bargaining reforms, child molesting, handling of mentally disordered sex offenders, bail setting, burglary, rape, and other violent crimes are currently under consideration. The Senate passage of these bills are ready to be heard on the Senate floor, and will be acted upon by us in the near future.

All too often nowadays, voters tell me that they feel their representatives have stopped listening, have lost touch. I assure you that when it comes to crime, we have heard you.

Interesting Events

...on campus and around town.

A rare local appearance by the Golden Knights, the Army's track and field team, will be made Saturday and Sunday, May 30-June 1, beginning at 12:30 p.m. at Art Scholl's Aviation in Riverside. The award, located on Baseline Ave just west of the intersection with Fred Street, will host to a day-long parade of events, including a wing-walking exhibition. A World War I display and the history of the performance of the world record holding Golden Knights. Admission is $3.00 for adults, $2.00 for children 6-12, and free for those under 6 years of age.

"Star and Mantra— A Musical Way to Self Awareness" will be presented May 19-20, 7:30 p.m. at SHO Center for Yoga and Meditation, 630 North G St., San Bernardino.

Relaxation techniques will be experienced using the ancient mantra (simple vocal sounds) coupled with the sound of the sra, a classical Indian singing instrument.

The experience will guided by Sant Subagh Singh, noted authority in Yoga and Meditation, the cost is $12. Call 855-4781 for reservations.

"Forest" Opens

of Squiers she represents the future. Her ambition, which Squiers soon shares, is to go to France and study painting. Gabby's very naive. Wine production. "She wants to experience life. She's very innocent. She reads poetry, and that's how she finds our about love and life."

On weekends, in the play include William Greeley as Grape, Chrsopher Brandon as Jason, Bruce Findlay as Daze, Dawn Peacock as Jackie, John Hoge as...

Draft News

by Brent Wyatt

Early this month the Selective Service started to route applications for Draft Board selection officers in the state of Kentucky. The job of these officers is to screen and accept applicants for Draft Board service. This is a part of an experimental program that is already being conducted in Maryland and will soon be nationwide.

For those readers with brothers or sons in high school, the Selective Service has been notifying high school principals to inform Selective Service of the names of graduating seniors who are eligible for the draft.

So far there have been no reported prosecutions of persons who have failed to register it is believed that these prosecutions will not begin until the case of U.S. vs Wolman is decided.

A bill has recently been introduced to the California State Legislature making available to the armed forces all public documents from college through the state. If you feel as many others do, that such acts is an infringement of your right to privacy, contact your local representative and let them know.

Mr. Chisholm, Susan Jenkins as Mrs. Chisholm, Adton Talata as Ruby, and John Higley as Pyles. Other actors include Marc Dietsch and Matthew Houlahan as liners, April Rhodes as Paula, Donal Grober as Herb and Mark Pete, and Todd Tanou as Levenger. This May Month serves as stage manager. The play begins at 8:30 p.m. run from May 16th and then May 19-23rd. Tickets, which can be obtained from the Cal State Theatre Arts Departments cost $3.50 for general admission and $1.75 for senior citizens and students.
Keep Climbin' by Rick Ergang

I recently had the pleasure of talking with Vince Vergna. Vince is a graduate student in the Counseling Psychology program on campus. He is known to many, as he did most of his undergraduate work here.
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"The American Friend," a visually rich German thriller, will be shown Saturday, May 16, at Cal State San Bernardino.

The German Thriller Set For Film Series

"The American Friend," directed by Wim Wenders, has English subtitles. It was filmed in 1977 and is 127 minutes long. Bruno Ganz stars as Dennis Hopper, Lilo Kreuzer and Gerard Blain.

The stranger's crossings between a Hamburg abortion, a French gangster and a mysterious American go-between sets this story into motion. The abortion, a young picture framer who has a fatal disease, is offered money to assassinate a member of the Mafia and become mixed up in an art-forgery ring.

"The American Friend," a film which has English dialogue, is offered free to the public.

Talent Show Opens Tonight

The Uni-Phi Club and the Associated Students, who have joined forces in producing May 20th's talent show, are seeking interested people who would like to help them make "A Night on Broadway" a success.

Uni-Phi says "A Night on Broadway" is a fine opportunity for students, staff, and faculty to demonstrate their talents and abilities, on stage and off. They encourage everyone to take part in the show.

German Film To Be Shown

The film "Germany - Key to Europe," will be shown Friday, May 15, at 7:00 p.m. in the Physical Science Lecture hall PS 10. This film is produced and narrated by Kenneth Bauer, the distinguished American film lecturer. It is designed for the American traveler and student of the German way of life. The film, which has English dialogue, is in color, and is 80 minutes long, and is free to the public.
ONLY THE ARMY GIVES YOU TWO WAYS TO LOWER THE COST OF EDUCATION IN JUST TWO YEARS.

LOAN FORGIVENESS

If you have a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National Direct Student Loan (made after October 1, 1975) hanging over your head, consider spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) for each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three-year enlistment would eliminate 100% of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a shorter route and sign up under the Army's two-year enlistment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you).

Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you qualify, as a Reservist you can stay home, get paid for your active duty, and receive 15% loan forgiveness (or $500, whichever is greater) for each year you serve.

But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank and pay grade. You'll have your choice of many sophisticated Army skills.

And you may be eligible for generous monetary educational incentives.

TWO-FOR-ONE SAVINGS PLAN

If your dream is to continue your education some day, joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program can bring that day closer.

In fact, in just two years you can accumulate up to $9,200 for grad school. (Only the Army can offer you a two-year enlistment.)

It's not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about making payments. It's simply a savings program between you and the government.

If you save between $25 and $100 of your monthly Army pay, the government will match that amount two-for-one. On top of that, you might qualify for an exclusive Army educational incentive of $2,000. (Longer enlistments can result in higher incentives.)

And you can participate in VEAP at the same time you're receiving loan forgiveness.

So, in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of your debt behind you and up to $9,200 for your education ahead of you. (Of course, a longer enlistment could result in more educational benefits and 100% loan forgiveness.)

To find out more about both ways to serve your country as you serve yourself, call 800-421-4422. In California, 800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423-2244. Ask for the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.
Greg Swenson paces it on during the Intramural Softball playoffs.

Tanning season officially begins at CSJB. OK everybody, doff those duds...

Alexa Aranbazi beats the heat with a coke and a smoke.

The perennially active Joe Long, CSJB Director of Intramural Goodtime Festivities, takes time out from a busy golf game to hit the opening ball in last Friday's softball tournament. Either that or he thought it was Halloween in May.
Spring Festival "81"

Emmett Chopmon, creator of the "stick," and Bruce Gary of the Knock will appear on campus, at the Spring Festival from 12-2. Don't miss this rare treat!!!!

"The Dangers"

Thursday Dance
SUMP May 13th
9-1 Sump 9-1

"Dance The Night Away"

Come Join CSCSB

"For A Day of Fun"

May 13, 1981

"Booths," "Food"

"Entertainment" "Dances" "Fun"

Hey, Bernie, guess what? Today is the annual spring Festival. Alright, this is going to be a great day! With the dances, the booths, and the special performances by Emmett Chopmon and Bruce Gary of the Knock. Now, smile....
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**INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE**

**Monday, May 11**
- Co-Ed Softball: 2:30-5:30 p.m.
- Tennis Singles: 6:00-8:00 p.m.
- Robin Hood's Archery: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
- Wheel 'n Scoot: 12:00 Noon
- Pet Show: T.B.A.

**Friday, May 15**
- 10 Person Softball: 2:30-5:50 p.m.

**COMING ATTRACTIONS:**

May 19 & 21
- Decathlon: 3:00-5:00 p.m.
- Hackers Golf: 3:00-5:00 p.m.
- Water Carnival: 3:00-5:00 p.m.

**LIMITED TERM AIDE:** A student with a recreation background is needed to work for a local school district from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. on Monday through Friday until June 10th. Would supervise lunch and recreation program for emotionally disturbed kids. The position pays $4.44/hour. No. 547

**ACCOUNTANT CLERK (two positions):** Student with good accounting skills and a good personality is needed to work Mon., Tues., and Thurs. from 5:50 p.m. and Saturdays from 9-12 a.m. during collection and reconciliation of past due accounts. Salary is higher than minimum wage. No. 546

**LEGAL SECRETARY:** Lawyer needs a student to work from 8:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. on Monday through Friday typing, filing and doing general office duties. The position pays $3.00/hour. No. 544

**CASHIERS AND SALES CLERKS:** Local store is looking for part-time sales and cashier help. Must be available on weekends. Days and hours are to be arranged. Salary not stated. No. 542

**Intramural T-Shirts**

Anyone who has earned an intramural shirt during the 1980-81 year, by either winning an event or participation must come by the Intramural Office (P.E. 124) and claim their shirt prior to June 19, 1981. Failure to make your claim will result in forfeiture of the shirt.

**INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVE:**

Career opportunity with one of the largest workers' compensation insurance carriers in California. Typical positions are in Sales, Claims, Audit, and Underwriting, Worker's Compensation Claims Adjusting, and field employment in sales or field employment prevention may be substituted for up to four years of college on a year for year basis. Starting salary is $2,420 a month. Written test to be given in the Sonoma County, underwriting, workers' compensation insurance claims office. Graduation from college or responsible employment in Sales, Claims, Audit, and Underwriting, Worker's Compensation Insurance Carrier, $1242; Workers Compensation Insurance Fund, $1242; Southern California, $1242; Equal Opportunity Employer.

Applications are now available at the Student Union front desk for the position of PawPrint Editor 1981-82

Applications will be accepted through Thursday, May 21. Deadline is 4:00 p.m.

---

**Chinese Language and Cultural Studies**

CLCS OFFERS:
* Reasonable expenses * Travel
* Concentrated study in Taiwan
* Extensive course listing
* Full university credit

ENTRY DATES: 4/1-5/1; 6/15-9/1; 9/1-12/15

First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200

Accepting applications for all quarters

For Free Pamphlet and Information:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213) 597-3361

---

**Intramural Schedules**

**Tennis Singles**

Wednesday, May 13
- Robin Hood's Archery: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
- Wheel 'n Scoot: 12:00 Noon
- Pet Show: T.B.A.

**Fields**

**Courts**

Student Union
Student Union
Student Union

---

**Chinese Language and Cultural Studies**

CLCS OFFERS:
* Reasonable expenses * Travel
* Concentrated study in Taiwan
* Extensive course listing
* Full university credit

ENTRY DATES: 4/1-5/1; 6/15-9/1; 9/1-12/15

First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200

Accepting applications for all quarters

For Free Pamphlet and Information:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213) 597-3361